To
All member banks participating in NACH

**E - Mandate scope & limit enhancement**

Considering the current situation and requests for more digital payment options it has been decided that the following changes will be implemented with effect from August 01, 2020.

1. Reference may be taken from our circular NPCI/2019-20/NACH/Circular No.003 dated April 24, 2019 on implementation of E-Mandate. Now that E – Mandate process has stabilised, in line with the other payment options the scope of E – mandate is extended to all categories of billers / service providers who raise recurring bills without any restrictions except the prepaid recharge.

2. Current mandate limit of Rs. 1 lakh is increased to Rs. 10 lakhs (Internet banking and debit card authentication modes). In line with the physical mandates, for discouraging PDCs, provision is made for registering security mandate. The limit for security mandate is Rs. 50 lakhs. Security mandate can be registered only for LON category. The mandate limit of Rs. 10 lakhs will be reviewed after 1 year. The limit for eSign based E – Mandate will continue to be at Rs. 1 lakh till further notice.

3. In order to facilitate the customer in setting up standing instruction to be processed through NACH, a new category “S002 – Standing instruction” is introduced. The customers through E – Mandate can set up a standing instruction allowing the sponsor banks to pull the funds as per their instruction at an agreed frequency.

Member banks are advised to take note and carryout necessary software modification for implementing the changes as detailed above. The information herein may be disseminated to all the concerned.

Queries, if any, may be raised through CRM.

With Warm Regards

Giridhar GM
(Chief - Offline product operations & technology)